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men, When you talk to Hopkins consider it just the same as if you were talking with me.

And people couldn't understand that and even some of Roosevelt's closest friends had

absolutely no use for Hopkins. And one day after Roosevelt was elected to his 3rd term.

Wendell Wilkie who had been defeated for that presidency by Roosevelt thought that he

might help in the world situation y making a trip to England and seeing the situation

that Eng. was going through in the blitz that they were then suffering. And he went

to see Roosevelt in the White House. And Roosevelt said to him, That will be very

helpful if you will go to England. and I wish you would see Winston Churchill and talk

with him. And he gave him a message to take to Churchill from him. And Wilkie then said,

Mr. President. I certainly will be glad to see Churchill. And Roosevelt said. While

you are there I hope you will have some time with Harry Hopkins who is over there.
didn't

And Wilkie s/ --- you could see by his face he didn't even care to speak to Harry

Hopkins. And he said to Roosevelt, Mr. President, People don't understand why you

put confidence in Harry Hopkins. I think you waild be in a much better position, and

most of your friends as well as your opponents feel youd be in a better position if

you didn't keep up this close 0 relation with Harry Hopkins. And Wilkie/ said that

Roosevelt said to )%' him. Mr. Wilkie. Someday you might become president of the United

States. If you do you will learn that it is a ver3Lonesome position . And he said,

If you sit here and see people cane in through that door you will know that just about

every one of them has something he wants. There is something he wants to get out of

you. Someway to advance himself. And he said. If you can find a man who has only

one object in life and that is to help you, and to put your interests first in every

thing like Ive found in Harry Hopkins . he said you will be very vdry fortunate.

And that is a difficult thing to find. But if you can find a man of ability who has

that / kind of an attitude, you are wise to do as Roosevelt did and to grab on to

him even though some of Roosevelt's closest friends just could't see what Roosevelt

could see in Harry Hopkins. Well Moses had selected these people carefully. Perhaps

he hadn't put as much responsibility on them as he should have. Perhaps the job was

just so great. that even though he was using them to the utmost, it was just more

than anyone could do. Anyway the Lord in his twofold answer to Moses' prayer, his
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